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CONCEPT DEFINITION



Hepatocellular carcinoma(HCC)

● Is the third most common cancer type

● Has to be at an early-stage 

● Death from HCC due to late-stage disease



Metastasis

● “Metastatic cancer is cancer that has spread from the place where it first 

started to another place in the body. “[4]

● “A tumor formed by metastatic cancer cells is called a metastatic tumor or 

a metastasis. “[4]

● “The process by which cancer cells spread to other parts of the body is also 

called metastasis.”[4]



Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition(EMT)

● Is a cellular process developing at genetic levels of tissue

● Epithelial cells

○ Lose their adhesive features

○ Transform into mesenchymal cells

⇒ Provides critical mechanism in the initial steps of metastasis

○ Allows cancer cells to leave the primary tumor 



E-cadherin

● A cell-cell adhesion protein

● Responsible for intercellular attachment

● Critical roles in epithelial cell behavior [5]

● Widely considered the hallmark of EMT



Transforming Growth Factor-B (TGFB)

● Cellular switches that regulate process of EMT [6]

● Had dual role in tumor progression

○ Tumor suppressive in normal epithelia
○ Early-stage tumor cells

● Its levels are in 40% of patients with HCC



Signal Transduction

● Known as “cell signaling” [3]

● “The process linking the detection of certain kinds of external events to 

biochemical responses on the part of the cell“ [2]



PROBLEM STATEMENT



Problem Statement

● Many people died from HCC because of late diagnosis

● EMT has a significant impact on HCC 

● This EMT is driven by TGFB that has an important role in tumor 

progression

⇒ Study these complex processes by describing TGFB signaling



METHODOLOGY



Methodology - Network Modeling

● Network model for EMT signaling

● Every node represents an entity such as protein

● An edge represents a relationship with positive and negative properties

○ (+) activation 

○ (-) inhibition



Methodology - Network Simplification

● Analytic analysis procedures

● NET-SYNTHESIS 

● E-cadherin to facilitate understanding the result 



Analytic Analysis Procedures - Dynamic 
Modeling
● To characterize each network node with a state variable

● To describe the changes of state variable over time



Analytic Analysis Procedures - Boolean 
Dynamic Model
● It is a discrete dynamic model [7]

● To describe the qualitative temporal behavior of the system [7]

● To understand how disturbance may change the behaviors [7]

● Each node [7] 

○ Binary value( ON or OFF ) 
○ Determined through Boolean functions  



A Simple Boolean Network Model 



NET-SYNTHESIS

● A software combining synthesis, inference, and simplification of signal 

transduction networks [8]

● Input a text file whose lines represent causal relationships [8]

○ “A → B” (representing activation)
○ “A ⊣ B” (representing inhibition)
○ “A → (B ⊣ C)” (indicating a double causal inference)



Methodology - Dynamic Modeling

● They translate EMT signaling network into a discrete dynamic model in 
order to describe the behavior of a system over time by a state variable 
based on boolean model

● ON and OFF state means an above and below threshold concentration of a 
molecular regulator respectively

● They formulate a regulatory function for each node by using its upstream 
regulators encapsulated in the network



Network Modeling



Methodology - Discrete Update Event 

● They use discrete update event for time lag

● Each update means the state of a node is recalculated with respect to its 
boolean equation



ANALYSIS



Methodology - Analysis

How the EMT network model reproduces known TGFB-driven dysregulations 
during EMT
● Set the nodes according to their known or expected states in a prototypical 

epithelial cell

● Fix the state of TGFB in the ON state at the beginning of every simulation
 

● Put the other nodes in their epithelial condition

⇒ Changes in the activity of nodes in the network over the time course of the 
simulation 

⇒ Stable state for nodes



Methodology - State Space Analysis

● A network such that nodes represent the system's states and edges 
represent every possible state transition 

○ To explore the possibility of other steady states 

○ To summarize every possible path that a network state can lead to another 
network state



RESULTS



Results

● Show TGFB produces Wnt and SHH signaling during EMT in HCC

● Identify eight motifs associated with the steady state

● Those motifs serve as interaction and node activity patterns whose 
continued presence is sufficient to stabilize the mesenchymal state



CONCLUSION



Conclusion

● TGFB signaling is a preserved driver of EMT in many HCC models

● The results illustrate that TGFB signaling activation summarizes the 
mesenchymal phenotype in murine model of HCC
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